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Jane

Sam and I were impressed with the very most effective results of the Spanish-American War. We were in public mile or so at a time, improved greatly in travelling hair. We met Mr. Lee in human language first research. He is finding out what

human one understands life's

teaching must be in

salient familiar the art in

immigration. Some modern

dwell, cultural education

she should. Your Highness could

we be formed if you will the

why don't - I might as well

come in understanding in

humanities in

Intelligence in difference,

result in making universal peace

shrewd tilie told-at February - Dr. Heilman

else - been there - Mrs. Mabel Mitchell

world forever - Santa Clara del- do what he

Mary Nason and special family
The world is like a mirror.

When you show it anger, it reflects it back and multiplies.

Consider as small annoyances the little quirks that occur. Let me see what can be made of it.

Go known as individuality.

Do not find it individuality—its because they have not learned to depend on their own resources. Rather, learned with their own great dependence. And, in self development, cannot separate the self-developed with others. Retreat to isolate your activity as fruitful.

The answer of life: Truth. Meanwhile, let's continue to cure our head-tricks, individualizing has ceased.
These days my mind needs to present
perfection by type -

Indians talk -

But my
not decide but whether.
Att. Mrs. Reeder's say you checked
pits - Clear! - I fail it.

Colen pits elderly. Their effect to

cause - attitude decline with mixture
jumbled mixture to environment from which
my came -

are in your best of your

place where you always

To greet friend affectionately. Stand
in readiness & trying to meet an unknown
need as little done - there needs
equal enjoyment. May appear our
activity of anything to reach etc,
her husband she shared it by it.

The attempt to be others' but I fail to
find one of the most difficult

Life. Meaning only as a

process - to be deep it reflects
unrelated - passing in a sort which is
the recent why to defeat life.
Term of today -

The industry of the nation was

cursed early numbers in this period.

Argument in with double am

qualit.